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We are pleased to release the Spring 2014 edition of the Answering TTP Foundation newsletter. Help raise
awareness for TTP by forwarding/sharing this newsletter and don't forget to SUPPORT our upcoming
Chance for Change Game Night, April 12, 2014. Enjoy! Sincerely, Sydney Bryant Kodatsky, Executive
Director Answering TTP Foundation.You're receiving this email because of your relationship with Answering
TTP. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. To ensure that you continue to
receive emails from us, add contact@answeringttp.org to your address book today.
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.
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Jennifer's Story

diagnosed
with
Thrombocytopenic
Syndrome).

Until October 19th,
1999, I had lead a
rather
unexciting,
perfectly ordinary life.
That fall, I had started
Nursing school, gotten
a part-time job, and
was dating a guy whom
I figured I would
eventually marry. That
day, after a few weeks
of sore muscles and
weird dizzy spells (that
I, and everyone around
me, kept explaining
away as the stress of
school and work), I was
rather
suddenly
TTP-HUS
(Thrombotic
Purpura-Hemolytic
Uremic

A few days earlier, I had been taking my blood
pressure in class when I noted to my teacher that I
must be doing something wrong - my pressure kept
coming back way too high. The next thing I knew, I
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was hospitalized and undergoing apheresis, popping
prednisone and dodging suggestions of chemotherapy
and spleenectomy (just talk at the time)...and
wondering about my future. Exactly one month later,
I was free, feeling much better and without any
residual damage - unless you count the fact that I
smartened up and left that guy in the dust (he
couldn't handle the fact that I'd been so sick). I
picked myself up and moved on with my life,
planning to never look back.
Two years later I was back -- in the hospital, covered
in bruises, having heart palpitations and experiencing
a relapse that took me entirely by surprise. I had
been healthier than I'd ever been in my life over the
two years that had spanned the "remission"...nothing
added up. After another month, I had recovered once
again and quickly returned to my everyday life. Not
long after that, I graduated from Nursing school, met
the man I would later marry, and soon forgot about
the hospital, the apheresis machines and the
steroids. I began looking towards a future devoid of
hospital stays.
I spent five amazing years attempting to forget what
TTP-HUS was (though truth be told, I never
succeeded). In those years, I got married and started
a family - how could I possibly relapse now? I'd been
healthy for what seemed like forever. I did get a few
warnings from various doctors about how I might
relapse...but really, no one was prepared for how
bad things would actually get.
Two days after giving birth to our perfect, beautiful,
healthy, wonderfully amazing son, (delivered 7
weeks early) my body once again decided that all
hell would break loose. I had quite a substantial
post-partum relapse, from which it took me two
months to recover. My husband handled it amazingly;
took it all in stride. He stepped in and took over the
care of our newborn son in a way I hadn't expected,
while I lay in the hospital, willing myself to get
better, going through the rigmarole of treatment:
apheresis; steroids; Rituximab; MRIs; CTs; talk of
neurological damage, possible kidney failure,
dialysis, transplant...But after two months, it was
pretty much all just talk that time too.
Then, one sunny Tuesday morning (after being out of
the hospital for 10 months) I found out that my
platelet and hemoglobin counts had fallen, my
kidney function was plummeting and I was smack in
the middle of relapse number four. Four months
later (after more Rituximab and a spleenectomy, a
bout with pneumonia and entirely too much time
away from my husband and 1 year old son), I was
discharged, looking forward to six to eight months of

Available for a limited time!

Patients and supporters who share
their story officially with the
Foundation will be sent a TTP
awareness hat.

2014 Community Survey

Our 2014 Patient Community
Survey will be released soon.
The information you provide
through this survey will help
to further understanding of
the needs of the community as
the Foundation develops a
model for Comprehensive Care
for TTP. We NEED every
patient to participate. (if you
have not registered for the
TTP community CLICK HERE).

Donate Now

Donations of $25 or more will
receive a TTP Awareness
Wristband.
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recovery. Due to the massive doses of steroids and
rituximab, I had muscle wasting so drastic that I
couldn't walk or even stand without a cane, a severe
stutter, absolutely no immune system, relentless
depression, weight gain, memory loss, and fatigue.
From the relapse, I was now saddled with chronic
kidney disease, anemia, hypertension and chronic
fatigue. As my reward for being discharged, I had a
calendar full of follow-up appointments, tests,
exams, kidney biopsies, bone marrow biopsies,
countless blood tests, transfusions and medications.
And that hasn't ended even now, 6 years later.
But... These days, I often step back and consider
what I've been through - what everyone touched by
TTP-HUS has been through in one way or another. My
husband tells me (at least weekly) that what I have
been through has made me into what I am today and
that I have to think about it in a positive way. And
when I'm able to think about it like that, I don't want
to change it. Because, without all of it, I would have
a different life than I do now. I might have married
that dumb boyfriend all those years ago. I wouldn't
have met my husband and would never have had our
son. I also wouldn't have met some of my best and
closest friends. Sure, I could do without the chronic
kidney disease and the state of unknown that goes
with a relapsing-remitting blood disorder...but all
the good that came out of it has made me who I am.
And for that I am weirdly... strangely... grateful.
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Please note this offer is not valid for
donations related to Chance for
Change Game Night or the Walk to
Answer TTP Together.

Updates to the WEBSITE

Check out our brand new
TTP vs. HUS page!

Organize a Fundraiser!
Garage Sale
Bake Sale
Dress down day
Everyone can raise money for TTP
this Spring. Check out the article
below.

Jennifer Hamilton
More Patient Stories (click here)

Events Snapshot
April 2014:
- Change for Change Game Night
September 2014:
- Walk to Answer TTP Together

Helping Hands
On Saturday, January 25, 2014 the Foundation had an
envelope stuffing party! Read more about the day on
our Blog.
This was the first of many similar events that the
Foundation will be holding as part of our Helping
Hands Volunteer Initiative.

Ongoing:
- Support Programs
- TTP Denim Days

Blood Donation
Engage your community,
wherever you are
to donate life-saving blood!
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The Foundation's furry
volunteers
Helping Hands volunteers is an ad hoc group that the
Foundation has assembled to get together to help the
Foundation put together and send out very important
mailings. This group of volunteers is made up of
people from all walks of life, from students looking
to gather their 40 hours of community service to
working professionals.

2014-03-24 2:25 PM

CLICK FOR DETAILS

5 Reasons Why I
Decided to Volunteer
and Why You Should
Too!

We are looking forward to many upcoming Helping
Hands sessions to assembly TTP patient order set
packages to help save lives.

Sherry is one of the Foundation's
newest volunteers who has
joined the Chance for Change
Committee and has agreed to
blog about her experiences as a
first time volunteer!

The Foundation's littlest
volunteer
Currently, we are focusing our recruitment efforts on
local high school students. We are looking to help
them get their community service hours while also
spreading awareness to the next generation of
healthcare providers and researchers! If you live in
the Toronto area, help us with our recruitment by
downloading our volunteer poster (HERE) and sharing
it!

Follow along on Sherry's
adventures as a new volunteer
by visiting our Blog!

SAVE THE DATE
September 20, 2014 world-wide

We are always accepting new volunteers! No matter
your skill level or commitment availability, we are
sure there is a way for you to get involved and make
a difference!
To get involved locally and virtually from your
community, please fill out our Volunteer

CLICK FOR DETAILS
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Information Form.

Our Successful Patient Connect Program
The Patient Connect Program has added a special connection to my
life. Being diagnosed with a rare disease can leave a patient feeling
isolated and alone, especially when that disease is only diagnosed in 3
in 1 million people each year. Before registering for the Patient
Connect Program, I was one of those patients. No one close to me truly
understood. Sure, they were there for me, but they couldn't relate to
my fears, my struggles and my desire for everything to just go back to
how it was before I was diagnosed with TTP.
To be connected to others that share my fears and struggles adds
something special to my life! I have a new inner circle that understands me better then most
can. It's nice not having to explain to people why I forget, can't focus or concentrate.
There are groups of TTP survivors in all aspects of the Internet and social networking sites but
to connect with a voice is very special. We are able to share our TTP experiences openly and
build friendships on the foundation of our special TTP connection. I often think of my new TTP
friends. In fact, I think I will call one now and brighten their day as they have brightened
mine.
- Mary Jo

Who is this program for?
Are you a TTP patient who has recently been diagnosed with TTP?
Do you feel lost, isolated and/or overwhelmed by this scary diagnosis?
Are you a TTP patient who was diagnosed with TTP years ago but have never had the
opportunity to connect with another TTP patient?
Are you looking for a way to get involved within the TTP community by lending
support to newly diagnosed TTP patients?
If you answered "yes" to any of the questions above, Answering TTP Foundation's Patient
Connect Program is here for you! The Patient Connect Program is a unique program designed
to connect TTP patients, to support and share experiences with one another. By connecting
patients to one another, the program aims to decrease the isolation that many patients
experience when diagnosed with a rare disease.
In June 2012, the Answering TTP Foundation piloted its first global support effort in the form of
https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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the Patient Connect Program. While registrations merely trickled in during that first year, word
began to spread and in 2013, registrations in the program doubled. And suddenly, the
Foundation had this booming program on its hands that was connecting TTP patients with each
other like never before.
In 2013, we expanded past just North American registrants and have patients around the globe
registering to be connected with one another. The Foundation is really excited to see that this
program is helping to break down the barriers that a diagnosis of a rare disease can often put up
around a patient.
In 2014, the Foundation is hoping to see an even bigger increase in registration, so that as a
community, we can continue to bridge the geographic divide between patients through patientto-patient connections.

Still unsure if this program is for you?
In a recent survey, we asked participants to provide us with a short description of why they
joined the program and what they have gained from participating in the program. See what
they had to say below:
I have gotten more out of the Patient Connect Program (PCP) than I could have ever imagined.
Since being introduced, my match (my TTP mentor) and I have communicated regularly via
email. I have found so much comfort and encouragement from talking about our related
experiences with TTP. We are able to share what it's like to have TTP at every stage - from
diagnosis, to the hospital stays and visits and self-advocacy, to how the healing process begins
and life continues once you're discharged. Through our many conversations, we have found
other commonalities between us, which I think has helped create a closer and more meaningful
connection for both of us.
I hope that one day I can help to encourage, inspire and mentor another person through the
early days of a TTP diagnosis. For anyone who is considering registering for the program, I
highly recommend it! I have gained a mentor, a friend and above all else, a deeper support
network. I have gained a sense of peace knowing that I am connected with someone who truly
'gets it' from the patient's perspective and a sense of peace knowing that I am not in this
battle, this journey alone. Don't give up!
~ Alli
I joined the Patient Connect Program because I wanted to be connected to others who have
experienced the things that I have as a survivor of TTP. To date, the program has been
wonderful. It has been nice to be able to sit down and earnestly connect heart to heart with
individuals who understand my experience with TTP like no one else can. When you are dealing
with an experience so rare and scary, it's hard to explain how you are feeling and what exactly
you are thinking to those who have not experienced TTP. I have found that I have been able to
relate on one level or another to each patient I have talked to through this program. Not only
has the program helped me to feel a little less alone, it has also helped me to have a better
understanding on how TTP effects other people's lives. Every experience is different, but TTP
makes a huge impact on anyone it touches.
The Patient Connect Program has helped me in the long run, and I am glad to have the
opportunity to be part of it.
- Carissa
My name is Carla Katambi and I was first diagnosed with TTP in 2010. My family wanted so
badly to help me but could not offer me the support I required, I needed to connect with
someone who truly understood what I was going through. During my second episode, I learned
about the Answering TTP Foundation. I was in for outpatient treatment when one of my
wonderful nurses gave me a pamphlet about the Foundation and its programs. I immediately
searched the Foundation's website and registered for the Patient Connect Program.
Being a part of the Patient Connect Program has been an amazing experience. When diagnosed
with an illness such as TTP it is not uncommon to become overwhelmed by what is happening
to and around us. And, although family and friends love and support us, they do not truly
understand what it is we are going through. Therefore, it is important that a program like the
Patient Connect Program exists so that we can connect with other TTP patients.
https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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Being a part of the Patient Connect Program has allowed me to feel supported and empowered
while living with TTP. It has also connected me with others who need support and strength to
adjust to life as a patient with TTP.
- Carla
I was diagnosed about 11 years ago and have relapsed three times. Each time I relapsed, I was
the only person in the hospital, at the time, being treated for TTP. And each time, it was
difficult feeling alone and not being able to connect with others. Through the Patient Connect
Program, I have been introduced to other TTP patients. One of my matches has become a very
close friend and although we are separated by distance, we have plans to meet in person soon.
As a mother and nurse, she inspires me to be strong and reminds me how far I have come. I
believe this relationship has helped both of us and I hope that I am as much as a comfort to her
as she has been to me.
If you are a TTP survivor but have not yet registered for the Patient Connect Program, I
strongly encourage you to give it a try. Sometimes, just knowing the name and hearing the
thoughts of someone else with this rare disease helps to eliminate the loneliness. The human
spirit is stronger with support, the Patient Connect Program provides that personalized
connection and support.
- Danielle
I have been very pleased with the Patient Connect Program so far. Before I was connected with
a TTP patient, I felt like I was the only one with this horrible disease. When I was diagnosed
with TTP I was told that I was one of the three in one million people who are diagnosed with
this disease each year. No one knows how or why some people are diagnosed with
disease. Talking with another TTP patient has made me realize that I am not alone. I was
battling the side effects of Prednisone when I was first connected with another TTP patient
and I remember my biggest concern being hair loss. My connection helped to ease the idea of
hair loss due to Prednisone, which was very comforting. I since have joined a TTP support
group, and I found that my connection is also a member. It is very comforting to connect with
others who have had this disease and to read their stories about treatment and remission. The
Patient Connect Program has been a great way to spread news about this disease, treatment
and hope.
- Loretta
I remember being very excited when I stumbled upon Answering TTP Foundation's Patient
Connect Program! I hoped and prayed as I filled out the simple registration form that this
wouldn't be a dead-end and that someone would contact me. I was elated when I received my
first email! I wasn't going to fight this scary disease alone anymore! I was going to be
connected with other TTP patients who know exactly how it feels to go through a TTP diagnosis
and treatments.
The Patient Connect Program has been such a great experience. I have met a new TTP friend
that I can talk to any time, day or night. We have been able to share our past experiences, our
present feelings and our fears for an uncertain future with TTP. Just to be able have another
person who understands what TTP is and how it feels to experience a TTP crisis is simply
amazing!
For anyone who has previously been diagnosed with TTP or is currently going through a TTP
episode, the Patient Connect Program is a program you should register for! It can and will help
you cope with every day experiences as a TTP survivor.
Thanks your TTP friend
- Rhonda

To Register for the Patient Connect Program today visit our
website. CLICK HERE. Registration is FREE and Easy!

Get Involved ... Why? A Volunteers Story!
https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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When I was initially approached to get involved with the
Answering TTP Foundation's Chance for Change Committee, I
was a bit reluctant about time commitments and wasn't sure I
had a lot to offer, as I had only participated in small fundraisers
for my children's school. But occasionally in life, we cross paths
with people who inspire us. You may not realize it upon the
first meeting, but with time, the impact and the inspiration
these people have on our lives can be felt at our very core.
When I met Sydney, who continues to battle TTP, I encountered this phenomenon. She
is young, strong, smart and has a determination that I admire. When I saw what the
small team of volunteers was able to do, I knew somehow I wanted to be part of it. I
joined.
It is likely that you are receiving this newsletter because you or someone you know has
been personally touched by TTP. You are reading this newsletter because you are
interested in TTP developments and the Foundation, but also because you're looking for
a take away, an action, something you can do to make a difference not only in your life
but a difference in the lives of all TTP patients and their families. You are one of the
0.03% who has been touched by TTP, meaning you are one of few that has an
opportunity to make a difference! As a small group, we must work together to help all
TTP patients, and to generate awareness amongst the 99.97% of the people around the
world who know nothing about this potentially deadly disorder.

One million people are depicted above as dots. Of the dots 3 are coloured red
(representing TTP patients) and 99 immediate surrounding dots have been coloured
grey (representing TTP patients family, friends and supporters).
I quickly learned what an incredible amount of work it takes to make these sorts of
events happen but somehow it didn't seem to matter, because you really feel like you
https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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are making a small impact on the world and a big impact on the TTP community. I
started small and over the last four years have increased my participation taking on
more of a leadership role each year. There are some aspects of volunteering that are
harder for me than others. At first, asking for money from people was a big challenge.
People work hard to earn a living and asking family, friends and strangers to give to
something they are not affected by can prove to be daunting. But when you believe that
the people in the TTP community need help, this becomes a little less intimidating. I
believe in the need for awareness and the need for funding to help education, patient
support and research initiatives for TTP. I believe in it because I want to help Sydney, I
want to help others in her situation and I want to be part of something that will make a
difference in the lives of others. The feeling of really making a difference has stuck
with me and provided me with the determination to not only remain involved with the
Foundation, but to up my game and become more involved this year as the Chance for
Change Vice-Chair.
I continue to spend my time helping because I know that my efforts contribute to
improving the prognosis for all TTP patients. The funds I raise enable the Foundation to
provide patients with support, education and a unified voice-with the aim of alleviating
the feelings of isolation and confusion that naturally accompany the diagnosis of a rare
disease. Perhaps even more importantly, because of the tireless efforts of volunteers
like me, the Foundation can pool fundraised dollars to provide hope through TTP
research. In fact, the Foundation has committed half a million dollars to research thru
2016.
Take a stand. Make a difference. Get involved like I did. If not for yourself, then do it
for the person you love who has been touched by TTP. Help the Foundation grow
awareness and funding for TTP so that one day there will be an answer for TTP.
Sydney was my reason. Who is yours?
Kelly Hagen
Vice-Chair, Chance for Change benefitting Answering TTP
To Find out more, and to get involved today, visit our website and fill out our
Volunteer Information Form.
Or start an event in your own community on behalf of the Answering TTP
Foundation. To get started check out our Organize a Fundraiser Page HERE.

Organize a fundraiser....
Organizing a fundraiser in your community can be a fun and rewarding way for you to
make a difference and get involved with the Answering TTP Foundation from the
comfort of your home.
Fundraising with the Answering TTP Foundation is a simple process that can make a huge
difference in the lives of those affected by TTP. The funds and awareness you will raise
while organizing and executing your fundraiser will help the TTP community get closer
to finding an answer for TTP.
Need some inspiration???
Bake Sale - why not bake some treats to bring into work and ask your coworkers to make
a small contribution of $0.25 -$2.00 in turn for the midday snack?

https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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Karaoke Night - invite your friends and family over for a night of fun and singing to
benefit Answering TTP Foundation. Instead of them bringing an item of food or a gift for
the host, ask them to bring a small donation!
Theme day at work - Pick a theme that everyone in the office can participate in.
Whether it's costumes or decorating their workspace, it's bound to be fun. Ask
participants to make a small donation.
There are lots of other great ideas listed on our website HERE, or you can brainstorm
your own unique fundraising event or activity to benefit TTP!
If you would like the Foundation to provide support (creative for posters, provide
awareness ribbons, or list your event on our website), just fill out the Fundraising Event
Guidelines and Event Proposal Forms HERE and email us at Contact@AnsweringTTP.org
to get started!

Click Here to get started TODAY!

TTP Patient Order Sets
Distribution of the TTP patient order sets officially kicked off in November of 2013 with
Ontario. The Foundation is excited to announce that it is currently preparing TTP order
set packages to be distributed to British Columbia and Alberta. Stay tuned to see where
we will be distributing the order sets to next, as we continue our Canadian roll out.
Or get involved with the distribution in your province like Pam did. Read more about it
on our Blog!
Order sets are evidence-based checklists that medical professionals use to speed the
diagnosis of patients. Answering TTP Foundation is excited to announce the release of
two TTP order sets and a discussion document to assist first responders in more quickly
diagnosing and seeking out appropriate treatment for patients with suspected TTP, and
to spread best practice treatment practices amongst TTP treaters.
Together with PatientOrderSets.com's Clinical Research and Development team, and an
international panel of TTP expert physicians, Answering TTP Foundation has developed
two order sets, and an associated supporting document to support the first response
investigation and treatment of TTP.

Answering TTP Foundation will continue to work with PatientOrderSets.com, and the
expert group to keep these documents relevant and aligned with TTP treatment
innovations.
Medical Professionals: Please consider joining the movement to help first responders
consider TTP. Add the TTP order sets to your hospital's working library! Find them
HERE.
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Doctor to Doctor Connect
Are you a medical professional with a challenging TTP case? Would you like to discuss
this case with one of the members of the TTP Medical Advisory Network?
If so, please send an email to us at Contact@AnsweringTTP.org providing your contact
details (name, hospital/office name of where you practice, method of contact you
would like us to reach you at). We will then connect you with an appropriate member of
the Medical Advisory Network.

SDP Brochure
Patient Resource

Available in print and via download. We are in the process of
translating ... Check back soon.
The Foundation is enthusiastic to see that SDP has become more
available. We hope that this momentum is continued to enable
access to SDP for all TTP patients that may benefit from it.
In an effort to spread understanding of this product, Answering
TTP Foundation has produced a SDP education piece. This
educational brochure is available for free download from our
website to everyone.

Attention Doctors

If you would like to order copies of the brochure, at no cost,
please register with us. We would be more than happy to
ensure that you receive copies of this educational piece to
distribute to TTP patients.
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Patient Brochure
Patient Resource

Available in print in English and French. Available for download in
English, French, Italian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish and German
from www.AnsweringTTP.org
The TTP Patient Informational Brochure is designed to help new
patients and families understand a TTP diagnosis and direct them to
Answering TTP for further support.
The brochure includes an overview of the disorder, a patient story
and information about Answering TTP Foundation, in an effort to
relieve some of the anxiety felt by new patients.

Attention Doctors

If you would like to order copies of the brochure, at no cost, please
register with us. We would be more than happy to ensure that you
receive copies of this educational piece to distribute to TTP patients.

Request for Patient and Supporter Stories
Are you looking for a way to contribute to, and get involved with, the Answering TTP
community but you don't know where to start?
Why not share the story of your personal experience with TTP as
a patient or, if you are a supporter, the experience of a loved
one you stood by as they went through or are going through
TTP.
We are looking for TTP patients and supporters to share their
stories with us, to help strengthen the voice of the TTP
community and raise life-saving awareness for TTP. Your
submitted story will be published on our website and/or used
like Danielle's story on the front page of our newsletter to help
others facing similar challenges as well as adding a face to this
rare blood disorder.
To learn more or to get tips on how to start telling your story visit our Story Submission
Page.

Now, for a limited time, when you submit your story to us officially you
will receive our NEW TTP awareness hat!
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Ongoing Support
Every person touched by TTP provides further insight into this complex disorder and
Answering TTP Foundation's support programs are consistently growing to reach more
patients. Sign up for the
Answering TTP Community to ensure you receive invitations to participate. Other
support initiatives include:
Patient Connect: Both newly diagnosed TTP patients and more seasoned TTP patients
are encouraged to click here to register for this new program designed to connect
patients to provide peer support. Help break down geographic boundaries to share your
experience to help others.
Local Support Groups: These groups are currently running in Vancouver, Calgary,
Toronto and Saint John. The Quebec Roadshow promises to connect the Answering TTP
Community with Quebec centres to begin additional sessions. For information about
organizing a session in your community visit www.AnsweringTTP.org.
New TTP Patient Brochure: This informational source outlines TTP in easy-tounderstand terms, and informs patients that Answering TTP Foundation is here to
support them. The brochure has been translated into Italian, Simplified Chinese, French,
Spanish, and German and is available for download in these languages from
www.AnsweringTTP.org.
Facebook: The Answering TTP Facebook page (click here) is an online support forum
to enable the Foundation to connect with TTP patients around the world and raise
awareness for TTP within the social media space. On this site, we discuss current topics
https://ui.constantcontact.com/visualeditor/visual_editor_preview.jsp?agent.uid=1116559308667&format=html&printFrame=true
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and answer questions from the patient perspective. Posts can be circulated to your
Facebook friends by simply clicking on the "Like", "Comment" or "Share" buttons.
Website: www.AnsweringTTP.org was created to be a resource for the TTP community,
and a place to raise awareness for TTP. Patient stories listed on the site help personalize
the complex condition to help other TTP patients. Stories also garner interest and
support from the public to raise awareness. Also, links to other educational resources
are listed.
Answering TTP Foundation is committed to supporting those touched by TTP. We are
growing our sustainable initiatives through our Roadshow connections and medical
community relationships.

Connect Online
We are raising awareness for TTP through social media. Follow the blog and connect via Facebook.

Share posts with your network to help raise awareness.

A diagnosis of TTP, Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura, is scary and complex. Many patients have never
heard of this 3 letter acronym before, nor do they have any idea as to its ramifications. Moreover, patients
are told over and over that we "just don't know":
why it happens
what may trigger a relapse from remission
why some patients relapse and others do not
what the long term prognosis is
how to ease treatment
how to cure TTP
These questions remain unanswered because research is limited. TTP is an orphan disease that afflicts 3 in 1
million people per year. It is too rare to make it economical for pharmaceutical companies to specialize
research to find a cure. The purpose of Answering TTP Foundation is to help find answers to these questions
by connecting patients and supporters. Together, we can raise awareness and raise funds to support
patients, treatment and research.
Answering TTP Foundation provides the Canadian national TTP community with a supported platform to
further common goals including:
providing patient support to alleviate the feeling of isolation that accompanies the diagnosis of a
rare disorder;
inspiring TTP patients and supporters to share their stories to help enrich the TTP community and
garner public support for TTP;
maintaining a consolidated information platform to disseminate information to the geographically
dispersed community;
providing a unified voice to ensure access to the safest and most effective treatments;
developing TTP education materials and distribution initiatives to educate the public and the
medical community to speed diagnosis and save lives and,
supplying fundraising support and guidance to raise funds for effective TTP research to ultimately
find a cure!
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We need your help to improve the prognosis for TTP patients. Help us find the answer to TTP.
Answering TTP Foundation
www.AnsweringTTP.org
22 Prince George Dr.
Toronto, ON M9A 1Y1
416 792 4656 | toll free. 1-888 506 5458
Contact@AnsweringTTP.org

www.AnsweringTTP.org

Follow us
Forward email
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